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WELCOME BY COLONEL GEERT ROTTY,  
BELGIUM DEFENSE 

Dear colleagues all over the globe,  

It is with great pleasure that we announce the 44th World 
Congress of the International Committee of Military 
Medicine (ICMM). We feel honored and privileged to welcome 
you to this international event from September 5 till 9, 2022 in 
Brussels, Belgium. 

Belgium is one of both founding fathers of the ICMM and is by 
statutes home to the ICMM Secretariat general. Therefore, it is no 
coincidence that Belgium is hosting in 2022 the Centennial 
Anniversary Congress of the ICMM, exactly 101 years after its 
foundation in 1921 in the aftermath of the Great War and the 1918 
Flu epidemic. 

The purpose of this global conference is to share knowledge and 
create dynamic networking with all those whose interests lie in 
the stream of Defense Health and Health Care.  

The ICMM 2021 World Congress will show how, from a twenty-first century perspective, military 
medicine grew out of the trenches of World War ‘One’ to stand on the shoulders of giants. Under the 
overarching motto “Secure the Legacy”, we have chosen the following four main congress themes: 
The Battle against Infection and Phage therapy; Prehospital or Far Forward Surgery; From Rehab 
to Prehab; and From Shell Shock to Mental Fitness. Throughout this set of four key themes, reference 
will be made to Ethics and History on one hand, but also to new domains that will increasingly be 
covered in future Military Medicine, such as: Human Performance Optimization; Integrative & 
Precision or Personalized Medicine & Care; Artificial Intelligence and Innovative Technologies; 
Global Health, etc. 

The detailed program is yet to be finalized and will be promulgated in due course.   

Attendees, partners and exhibitors can expect to connect with national and international leaders, 
eminent clinicians and researchers from academia, defense, government and industry across the 
entire ecosystem of people that believe that they can change the defense world through 
revolutionary technology, innovation, etc. in Military Health, Wellbeing and Medical Support. 
 
If you belong to those daring dreamers and emerging markets that are hungry for positive change 
in the fields of Military Health and Health Care, then join us and be part of the ICMM WC 2022 in 
Brussels. 

I look forward to hear from you. 
We will make this 2022 World Congress, together! 
 

Colonel Geert Rotty, MD (BEL MC) 
Director general of the 44th ICMM World Congress 2022 
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ABOUT ICMM 
 
The International Committee of Military 
Medicine (ICMM) is an international and 
intergovernmental organization created in 
1921.  
 
In homage to Belgium which took the 
initiative in founding the precursory 
organization of the International 
Committee of Military Medicine, and 
organized the first International Congress 
of Military Medicine, the seat of the 
Secretariat General of the ICMM is located 
in Belgium.  
 
The ICMM is an international and 
intergovernmental organization, 
constituted by more than 100 States. Major 
General Jules VONCKEN, MD, Belgium, was 
the Founder and Secretary General of 
International Committee of Military 
Medicine from 1921 to 1975, together with 
Captain William S. BAINBRIDGE, (US 
NAVY) Founder of International Committee 
of Military Medicine.  
 
In 1920, after World War One had revealed 
the importance of a closer cooperation 
between the Armed Forces Medical 
Services worldwide, Captain William S. 
BAINBRIDGE, MD (US NAVY) and General 
Jules VONCKEN, MD, Belgium, suggested, 
at the 28th session of the US Military 
Officers Association (AMSUS), the creation 
of an international organization of the 
Armed Forces Medical Services.

The first international congress of military 
medicine and pharmacy was held in July 
1921, in Brussels, Belgium. The Permanent 
Committee of the International Congresses 
of Military Medicine and Pharmacy was 
officially founded on July 21, 1921. The 
founding countries were Belgium, Brazil, 
France, Italy, Spain, Switzerland, United 
Kingdom and the United States of America.  
 
ICMM activities include: 

• Military medicine as a whole 
• Survey of techniques for assessing 

aptitudes 
• Survey medicine 
• Mass medicine 
• Dentistry 
• Military pharmacy 
• Veterinary sciences 
• Administration, organization and 

logistics of medical care missions 
 
The present goals include: 

• To maintain and to strengthen the 
bonds between all medical services 
of Member States 

• To promote medico-military 
scientific activities 

• To participate in the development 
of the medical and medico-military 
setting of humanitarian operations 

 
For more information, please go to: 
www.cimm-icmm.org  
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WHAT IS THE OPPORTUNITY? 
 
Scientific Program 
 
The ICMM 2022 World Congress will show 
how, from a twenty-first century perspective, 
military medicine grew out of the trenches of 
World War ‘One’ to stand on the shoulders of 
giants. Under the overarching motto “Secure 
the Legacy”, we have chosen the following 
four main congress themes. 

 
So, we have opted for a set of key themes, approaching them from different angles. Indeed, 
throughout these four themes, a number of common ‘Axes of Concern’ will be systematically 
touched upon. These axes will refer to Ethics and History on one hand, but also, to new domains 
that will increasingly be covered in future Military Medicine, such as: 
 
• Human Performance Optimization & Enhancement; 
• Integrative & Precision or Personalized Medicine & Care; 
• Artificial Intelligence and Innovative Technologies; 
• Global Health. 
 
The battle against infection and phage therapy 
Phages, the viruses of bacteria, were 
discovered in the trenches of World War ‘One’ 
and military conflicts have been drivers for 
their development as antimicrobial drugs, 
until Penicillin – the first antibiotic – was 
synthesized as part of the allies’ efforts to win 
World War ‘Two’. In the light of the current 
antibiotic resistance crisis, military medical 
leaders have put phages on the agenda for 
future research. 

 
Prehospital / Far forward surgery 
To reduce combat mortality and morbidity, 
advanced resuscitative procedures and 
hemostatic techniques and strategies as well 
as blood products and genuine surgical skills 
by either surgeons or specially trained health 
care professionals, must be brought as close 
as possible to the point of wounding. 
Increased operations in austere 
environments and longer evacuation times 
require light, scalable, modular and flexible 
equipment and appropriate personnel with 
tactical and operational competencies

From rehab to prehab 
The burden of musculoskeletal injuries has 
always affected the readiness of the forces. 
Strategies to mitigate this issue have evolved 
over the years: from the first amputees of 
World War ‘One’ being doomed with a 
remaining life of disability, to the patients 
with prosthetic limbs being able to run faster 
than "organic" athletes nowadays. The 
progress in trauma casualty care has led to 
fewer fatal injuries, and therefore 
rehabilitation and even prevention of injuries, 
have become paramount for the tactical 
athlete. 
 
From shellshock to mental fitness 
The study and management of how soldiers 
think, feel and perform mentally has evolved 
to become a broader discipline, akin to other 
areas of medicine. Just like in other areas of 
medicine, the emphasis is shifting towards 
prevention. Mental functioning has become 
the topic not only of clinicians, and not only of 
mental health practitioners, but of a broad 
multidisciplinary community, ranging from 
physicians to engineers; from sport scientists 
to human factors specialists. And the 
spectrum of functioning has been expanded 
to include the optimum, which is what we 
strive for in our soldiers.   

 
1. Battle against Infection & Phage therapy 
2. Prehospital or Far Forward Surgery 
3. From Rehab to Prehab 
4. From Shell Shock to Mental Fitness 
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CONGRESS 
PROGRAM 

MONDAY, 5 SEP 2022 
AM 
Registration 
 
NOON 
Start 
 
PM 
Opening Ceremony 

TUESDAY, 6 SEP 2022 
AM 
Theme 1 – The Battle against 
Infection & Phage therapy 
 
NOON 
Poster Sessions 
 
PM 
Theme 1 - The Battle against 
Infection & Phage therapy 
 

WEDNESDAY, 7 SEP 2022 
AM 
Theme 2 – Far forward surgery  
Theme 3 – From rehab to prehab  
 
NOON 
Poster Sessions 
 
PM 
Theme 2 – Far forward surgery  
Theme 3 – From rehab to prehab  
 

THURSDAY, 8 SEP 2022 
AM 
Theme 4 – From shell shock to 
mental fitness  
 
NOON 
Poster Sessions 
 
PM 
Theme 4 – From shell shock to 
mental fitness  
 

FRIDAY, 9 SEP 2022 
AM 
Closing Ceremony 
 
NOON 
End of Conference 
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HOW CAN YOU PARTNER?  
 
 
MAIN CONFERENCE PARTNER   
 EUR 25.000 excl. VAT  - Only one available 

• Main sponsor of the whole ICMM WC 2022 event. 
• Exhibition space of 24 square meter (6m x4m), naked exhibition space with power connection. 
• Lunch Symposium (excluding catering). 
• Five (5) complimentary passes to the conference. 
• Logo and link to website of your choice on the conference website and event app. 
• Logo on the official program booklet and before and after general conference sessions at the 

conference. 
• Acknowledgement of your support. 
• Right to provide handouts for the conference bags. 
• Branding of the registration area within conference guidelines 
• Branding throughout the conference center. 

 

SILVER PARTNER  
 EUR 10.000 excl. VAT.              

• Exhibition space of 12 square meter (3m x 4m or 6m x 2m), naked exhibition space with power 
connection. 

• Three (3) complimentary passes to the conference. 
• Logo and link to website of your choice on the conference website and event app. 
• Logo on the official program booklet and before and after general conference sessions at 

conference. 
• Acknowledgement of your support. 
• Right to provide handouts for the conference bags. 
• Branding throughout the conference center. 

 

BRONZE PARTNER  
 EUR 7.000 excl. VAT. 

• Exhibition space of 9 square meter (3m x 3m), naked exhibition space with power connection. 
• Two (2) complimentary pass to the conference. 
• Logo and link to website of your choice on the conference website and event app. 
• Logo on the official program booklet and before and after general conference sessions at the 

conference. 
• Acknowledgement of your support. 
• Right to provide handouts for the conference bags. 
• Branding throughout the conference center. 

 

BUSINESS PARTNER  
 EUR 4.750 excl. VAT. 

• Exhibition space of 6 square meter (3m x 2m), with shell scheme booth.  
• One (1) complimentary pass to the conference. 
• Logo and link to website of your choice on the conference website and event app. 
• Logo on the official program booklet and before and after general conference sessions at the 

conference. 
• Acknowledgement of your support. 
• Right to provide handouts for the conference bags. 
• Branding throughout the conference center. 
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SPONSORSHIP BENEFITS 
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ICMM WC 2022 main sponsor      

Exhibition space  24 m² 12 m² 9 m² 6 m² 

Complimentary passes  4 3 2 1 

Company visibility on conference website & event app     

Company visibility on the official program booklet     

Company visibility during general conference sessions     

Acknowledgement of your support     

Right to provide handouts for the conference bags     

Branding of the registration area within conference guidelines     

Branding throughout the conference center     
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LUNCH SYMPOSIUM  
 EUR 12.500 excl. VAT.  

• Thank you by chair during lunch 
• Lunch package included for up to 50 delegates  
• Opportunity to present during lunch, in a private room up to 50 delegates no longer 

than 45 minutes  
• Sponsor logo on table signs throughout lunch 
• Two (2) Complimentary passes to the conference  
• One (1) complimentary speaker invitation pass for your speaker  
• Logo and link to website of your choice on the conference website and event app 
• Logo on the official program booklet and before and after general conference sessions 

at the conference 
• Right to provide handouts for the conference bags 
• Acknowledgement of your support 

 
BREAKFAST SYMPOSIUM 
 EUR 7.500 excl. VAT.  

• Thank you by chair during breakfast 
• Breakfast package included for up to 50 delegates  
• Opportunity to present during breakfast, in a private room up to 50 delegates no longer 

than 30 minutes  
• Sponsor logo on table signs throughout breakfast 
• Two (2) Complimentary passes to the conference  
• One (1) complimentary speaker invitation pass for your speaker  
• Logo and link to website of your choice on the conference website and event app 
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ADDITIONAL OPPORTUNITIES 
 
CONFERENCE BAG PARTNER  
 EUR 5.950 excl. VAT.  

• Mention of your logo on the conference bags handed out to all delegates 
• Bags are provided by the congress organizer 
• Two (2) complimentary pass to the conference 
• Logo and link to website of your choice on the conference website and event app 
• Logo on the official program booklet and before and after general conference 

sessions at the conference 
• Acknowledgement of your support 

 
SANITIZING STATIONS PARTNER 
 EUR 5.950 excl. VAT.  

• Mention of your logo on eight (8) hand sanitizing stations 
• The stations are provided by the congress organizer 
• Two (2) complimentary pass to the conference 
• Logo and link to website of your choice on the conference website and event app 
• Logo on the official program booklet and before and after general conference sessions at the conference 
• Acknowledgement of your support 

 

 

 
FAST WIFI PARTNER  
 EUR 5.000 excl. VAT. – Only one available 

• Fully personalized landing page for WIFI access (logo, colors, short message…) 
• Choice of the login method (Facebook/e-mail login) providing you with extra user data 
• Password of your choice (e.g. a key value of your organization) 
• Mention of your company as a WIFI partner 
• One (1) complimentary pass to the conference 
• Logo and link to website of your choice on the conference website and event app 
• Logo on the official program booklet and before and after general conference sessions 

at the conference 
• Acknowledgement of your support 

 
 
 
LANYARD PARTNER  
 EUR 3.750 excl. VAT. 

• Mention of your logo on the lanyards worn by all delegates 
• One (1) complimentary pass to the conference 
• Lanyards are provided by the congress organizer 
• Logo and link to website of your choice on the conference website and event app 
• Logo on the official program booklet and before and after general conference sessions at the conference 
• Acknowledgement of your support 
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REUSABLE WATER BOTTLE PARTNER  
 EUR 4.000 excl. VAT.  
 

• Mention of your logo on the reusable water bottles handed out to all delegates 
• One (1) complimentary pass to the conference 
• Water bottles are provided by the congress organizer 
• Logo and link to website of your choice on the conference website and event app 
• Logo on the official program booklet and before and after general conference sessions 

at the conference 
• Acknowledgement of your support 

 
 
WATER STATIONS PARTNER 
 EUR 4.000 excl. VAT. 

Help ICMM World Congress 2022 delegates stay hydrated. The stations will be 
strategically placed in high traffic spots to maximize their usage and convenience to the 
participants to enhance recognition of the sponsor support. Not only will you help to 
ensure delegates stay hydrated, your logo representation will drive awareness and 
acknowledgement. 
 
This opportunity includes: 

• Mention of your logo on four (4) stations 
• The stations are provided by the congress organizer 
• One (1) complimentary pass to the conference 
• Logo and link to website of your choice on the conference website and event app 
• Logo on the official program booklet and before and after general conference sessions 

at the conference 
• Acknowledgement of your support 

 
 
POSTER AREA PARTNER   
 EUR 4.000 excl. VAT. 

With over 300 posters during the event, delegates are sure to explore the poster area. A great opportunity 
to share with delegates how your company supports the findings that are published on the posters.  
 
This opportunity includes:  

• Mention of your logo throughout the poster area (electronic and paper) 
• One (1) complimentary pass to the conference 
• Logo and link to website of your choice on the conference website and event app  
• Logo on the official program booklet and before and after general conference sessions at the conference 
• Acknowledgment of your support 
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EXHIBITING AT ICMM WORLD 
CONGRESS 2022 
 

 
NAKED SPACE ONLY  
 
Exhibition package includes: 

• Naked space rental of min. 6 m² 
• 1 x Connection 1000W / 230V 
• Two (2) exhibitor badges (no access to attend sessions) 
• Company and logo listed on the conference website and in mobile event app 

 
PRICE: € 450 / square meter with a minimum of 6 m² (+ 21% VAT) 
 
SHELL SCHEME BOOTH 

 
CONSTRUCTION  Standing Truss structure with branded backdrop at the back and sides 

in white transparent voile (not draped).  

FASCIA    1 x Nameplate with a name in standard lettering 

FLOOR COVER    Carpet  

INCLUDES   1 x Bar table, white frame and tabletop (WxD60x60cm/H112cm) 
2 x Barstool, white frame, seat white 
1 x Branded Backdrop W x H 270cm x 300cm 

 1 x Black folder holder 

LIGHTING    2 x LED spot 50W 

 
ELECTRICAL SOCKETS     1 x Connection 1000W / 230V  

WIFI ACCESS 
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Exhibition package includes: 
• The exhibition booth as mentioned above 
• Two (2) exhibitor badges (no access to attend sessions) 
• Company and logo listed on the conference website and in mobile event app 

 
PRICE: € 595 / square meter with a minimum of 9 m² (+ 21% VAT) 

 

 
Additional Equipment (at extra costs) 
Regarding the rental of extra equipment, such as special carpets/wooden floor, furniture, decoration, 
signage, audio visual equipment, extra internet lines, lighting, etc, please contact us at 
icmm2021.exhibition@eventmasters.eu when your registration is confirmed. 
 
 
 
 
 

ICMM 2022 VIRTUAL EXHIBITION OPTION  
 
Our virtual exhibit hall includes a variety of beneficial ways to connect with the 
international delegates.  
 
Each exhibitor will receive: 

• Visual enhancements such as banner ad & company logo 
• Product Showcase listing (promote a product to our attendees) 
• Company details, intro video and contact information (with video chat capabilities) 
• Resources to offer as virtual handouts (PDF attachments & website links) 
• Lead retrieval data including booth view impressions 
• Two registrations to access and attend virtual presentations  

 
How ICMM 2022 will promote virtual exhibits: 

• Include dedicated time in full agenda to encourage attendees to visit virtual exhibits 
• Recognition on congress website, marketing messaging & newsletter, and social media 

 
PRICING ON DEMAND. 
 
If you are interested in having a virtual booth at the ICMM 2022 exhibition, please 
contact us at icmm2021.exhibition@eventmasters.eu.  
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MAXIMIZE BRAND IMPACT 
 
 

NETWORKING FORUM PARTNER 
 
The Forum is a place for networking, where representatives from the industry can exchange and connect 
in a pleasant atmosphere with delegates. The design of the forum is engineered to attract delegates and 
serve as the ideal opportunity for you to showcase your brand.  
 
This opportunity includes:  

• Banner / Screen with company logos (Networking Forum supported by …) 
• Screen with product information of the exhibitor (soundless endless loop)  
• Exhibition space of 3 x 3 meters inside the forum included 
• Seating possibilities for 6 people per company  
• A catering point is provided in the forum 
• Logo on website with direct link (to the webpage of your choice) 
• Acknowledgement of your support 

 
PRICE: € 12.000 (+ 21% VAT) 
 

BRANDING OPPORTUNITIES  
 
Throughout the Conference venue “The SQUARE, Brussels” there will be several opportunities to 
increase visibility of your logo. Be part of this exposure and get spotted. Please contact the Sponsorship 
Manager for the different opportunities at icmm2021.exhibition@eventmasters.eu   
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ICMM WORLD CONGRESS 2022 
PARTNER REGISTRATION FORM 
 
Please fill out this form on  
your computer and send to: 
ICMM2021.exhibition@eventmasters.eu  julia.ehlen@beta-publishing.com 
 
COMPANY:          COMPANY VAT NUMBER:       
 
CONTACT NAME:       
 
ADDRESS:       
 
POSTAL CODE:        CITY:       COUNTRY:       
 
TELEPHONE:       
 
E-MAIL:       
 
WEBSITE:       
 
P.O. NUMBER IF APPLICABLE:       
 
Choose Your Partner Package. 
 

 Main Conference Partner   € 25 000 (excl. 21% VAT) 

 Silver Partner    € 10 000 (excl. 21% VAT) 

 Bronze Partner    € 7 000 (excl. 21% VAT) 

 Business Partner   € 4 750 (excl. 21% VAT) 

 Lunch Symposium   € 12 500 (excl. 21% VAT) 

 Breakfast Symposium    € 7 500 (excl. 21% VAT) 

 
 Conference Bag Partner   € 5 950 (excl. 21% VAT)  

 Sanitizing Stations Partner  € 5 950 (excl. 21% VAT) 

 Fast WIFI Partner    € 5 000 (excl. 21% VAT) 

 Lanyard Partner    € 3 750 (excl. 21% VAT) 

 Reusable Water Bottle Partner   € 4 000 (excl. 21% VAT) 

 Water Stations Partner   € 4 000 (excl. 21% VAT) 

 Poster Area Partner   € 4 000 (excl. 21% VAT) 

 
 
PAYMENT SCHEDULE 
■ All payments must be made in EURO. 
■ Acknowledgment of the partner package will be completed  
after receipt of full payment. 
■ 100% of the total cost will be invoiced on receipt 
of the completed order form. 

 

BY BANK TRANSFER 
Bank: Fintro Mechelen – Belgium  
Company: Event Masters Belgium for ICMM World Congress 2021 
IBAN: BE82 1431 0154 6068 
SWIFT: GEBABEBB 

44th ICMM World Congress 
On Military Medicine 2022 

BY CREDIT CARD 
■ Visa and MasterCard are accepted. 
■ Please request a Credit Card Authorisation Form. 

CANCELLATION POLICY 
Cancellation and changes to your original booking must be 
made in writing to Event Masters. 
 
FOR CANCELLATION MADE 
■ Until 31 March 2022 – 50% of total amount is due 
■ From 1 April 2022 – 100% of total amount is due 
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ICMM WORLD CONGRESS 2022 
EXHIBITION BOOKING FORM 
 
Please fill out this form on  
your computer and send to: 
ICMM2021.exhibition@eventmasters.eu  julia.ehlen@beta-publishing.com 
 
COMPANY:          COMPANY VAT NUMBER:       
 
CONTACT NAME:       
 
ADDRESS:       
 
POSTAL CODE:        CITY:       COUNTRY:       
 
TELEPHONE:       
 
E-MAIL:       
 
WEBSITE:       
 
P.O. NUMBER IF APPLICABLE:       
 
Please tick the boxes. 
 
 

 Shell Scheme Booth     Naked Space Only 
 
 

Number of square meters:           
 

 
Extra square meters can be booked via icmm2021.exhibition@eventmasters.eu.  
Additional equipment can be requested after your booking has been confirmed. 
 
 
 
PAYMENT SCHEDULE 
■ All payments must be made in EURO. 
■ Acknowledgment of the partner package will be completed  
after receipt of full payment. 
■ 100% of the total cost will be invoiced on receipt 
of the completed order form. 

 

BY BANK TRANSFER 
Bank: Fintro Mechelen – Belgium  
Company: Event Masters Belgium for ICMM World Congress 2021 
IBAN: BE82 1431 0154 6068 
SWIFT: GEBABEBB 
 

44th ICMM World Congress 
On Military Medicine 2022 

Please note that all acknowledgements of your company and listing of company name and address will be 
generated from the following information. It is mandatory to complete and sign this form to confirm your 

sponsorship. This form will be considered as a contract. 
 

BY CREDIT CARD 
■ Visa and MasterCard are accepted. 
■ Please request a Credit Card Authorisation Form. 

CANCELLATION POLICY 
Cancellation and changes to your original booking must be 
made in writing to Event Masters. 
 
FOR CANCELLATION MADE 
■ Until 31 March 2022 – 50% of total amount is due 
■ From 1 April 2022 – 100% of total amount is due 
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CONTACT 
 

EVENT MASTERS  
Professional Conference Organizer 

Belgium 
 

Sophie Fransen 
sophie@eventmasters.eu  

 
BETA Publishing 

 
Julia Ehlen 

julia.ehlen@beta-publishing.com  
 


